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UNDERLYING A PROGRESSION/CONTRAST

- Naïve
- Enterprise
- Superfluous division
- Objectivity
- Truth
- Oddity
- Exhaustiveness

Contrast

- Drama, speculative
- Uncertainty
- Warmth
- Micro-macro hybridization
- Crazy ability to reconstitute the social

Scientists as representatives of things

But do they know things?

- (Similarly, do political representatives pursue their own interests)

Collapse Line

[Collapsing of knowledge = naturalism]

1947 collapse of Einstein's

[Both well and both failed]

[Personal Response]

[Only because?]

[Cambridge equivalent]

Conclusion: let us talk about mediation, about networks, about the new frames of things.}

[Exposé then again w.o. construction]

Given that this is what is already happening
Repeat the cycle of three major schemes